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What is the Copernican Principle?

• “The Copernican principle states that the Earth is not the center of the universe, and that, as observers, we don’t occupy a special place.”
  http://www.physorg.com/news130673436.html

• The Copernican Principle is a basic statement in physics that there should be no ``special'' observers.
  http://abyss.uoregon.edu/~js/glossary/copernican_principle.html

• **NOTE:** This Copernican principle is an assumption without any more support then that given to the FLAT Earth concept.
• NASA’s Deep Field Studies

• These studies find a space, a 25 billion light year, galaxy filled, **space** between the far galaxies seen in NASA’s north and south deep field observations.

• This galaxy filled view can only be supported by a unique viewing location found in the center of our visible universe. This center/epicenter is due to a [Dark Energy powered] Big Bang Explosion IN SPACE. For applied physics see: [http://www.allnewuniverse.com/DemoOfDarkEnergy.pdf](http://www.allnewuniverse.com/DemoOfDarkEnergy.pdf)

• Very slow moving earth places Earth right next to epicenter. See references given on slide 6.

• **Next slide** depicts all the above using only NASA observations.
NASA’s Hubble Ultra deep field north **HUDF09** & south **HDF-S** studies

Distance across HUDF09 to HDF-S is approximately 25 Gly

13 Gly HUDF09 12/8/09

12 Gly HDF-S 11/23/98

**Gly** = billion light years

This area within the CMB circle is a representation of our visible universe filled with galaxies

**Center of our Universe - EBB**

The only possible explanation for our unique view of Hubble’s deep fields and galaxy filled space requires that this is seen from a very slow moving earth located right next to the epicenter [**EBB**] of the Big Bang Explosion IN SPACE that was powered by **Dark Energy**.

**Very slow moving Earth** 600 k/s or 0.2% speed of light

This area within the **CMB** circle is a representation of our visible universe filled with galaxies

**Galaxies in North field HUDF09**

**Galaxies in South field HDF-S**

Green circle represents the center slice of a spherical **CMB** per WMAP

See next slide for references
• References

• [HUDF09] NASA’s Hubble Ultra Deep Field - North
  http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2009/31/image/a/
  [HUD-S] NASA’s Hubble Deep Field – South
  http://www.stsci.edu/ftp/science/hdfsouth/project.html
  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hubble_Deep_Field_South
• CMB – Cosmic Background Radiation at NASA’s MAP/WMAP
  http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/
  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilkinson_Microwave_Anisotropy_Probe
• Earth is very slow moving, see supporting data from NASA titled:
  CMBR Dipole: Speeding Through the Universe “The map indicates that the Local
  Group moves at about 600 kilometers per second [= 0.2% of speed of light] relative
  to this primordial radiation. This high speed was initially unexpected and its
  magnitude is still unexplained.” Repeated 8 times at apod:
  http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap090906.html
• Dark Energy explained with NASA materials at:
  http://www.allnewuniverse.com/BigBangFuel.ppt
  http://www.allnewuniverse.com/protons-force-field.html
  http://www.allnewuniverse.com/everything-big-bang.html
  http://www.allnewuniverse.com/atoms-power-requirements.html
Conclusion

• Very slow Earth, and related local galaxies, are located right next to the Center/Epicenter of our Universe created by a Dark Energy powered Big Bang Explosion IN SPACE.

• Earth is some 0.2% of the radius away, approximately 60 million light years distant from the Center/Epicenter.

• This changes the age of the Universe to about 28 billion years [Round trip of matter out 13.7+Gy and CMB radiation return is 13.7Gy at the speed of light = 27.4+ Gy [billion years] see:  
Other Supporting Evidence

• Quasar chart [http://www.2dfquasar.org/wedgeplot.html](http://www.2dfquasar.org/wedgeplot.html)
• Earth is in the very dead center of this CMB sphere and the CMB is 13.7 billion light years from Earth in every direction. [http://curious.astro.cornell.edu/question.php?number=602](http://curious.astro.cornell.edu/question.php?number=602)

• Or check out my web sites at:
  • [http://www.allnewuniverse.com/Section3-Earths-Central-Location.pdf](http://www.allnewuniverse.com/Section3-Earths-Central-Location.pdf)
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